Abstract-Most of current display devices are with eight or higher bit-depth. However, the quality of most multimedia tools cannot achieve this bit-depth standard for the generating images. De-quantization can improve the visual quality of low bit-depth image to display on high bit-depth screen. This paper proposes DAGAN algorithm to perform super-resolution on image intensity resolution, which is orthogonal to the spatial resolution, realizing photo-realistic de-quantization via an end-to-end learning pattern. Until now, this is the first attempt to apply Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) framework for image de-quantization. Specifically, we propose the Dense Residual Self-attention (DenseResAtt) module, which is consisted of dense residual blocks armed with self-attention mechanism, to pay more attention on high-frequency information. Moreover, the series connection of sequential DenseResAtt modules forms deep attentive network with superior discriminative learning ability in image dequantization, modeling representative feature maps to recover as much useful information as possible. In addition, due to the adversarial learning framework can reliably produce high quality natural images, the specified content loss as well as the adversarial loss are back-propagated to optimize the training of model. Above all, DAGAN is able to generate the photo-realistic high bitdepth image without banding artifacts. Experiment results on several public benchmarks prove that the DAGAN algorithm possesses ability to achieve excellent visual effect and satisfied quantitative performance.
between HBD and corresponding LBD image.
Until now, many methods focus on image de-quantization have been put forward. The traditional image de-quantization algorithms, including zero-padding method (ZP) [4] , bit replication method (BR) or ideal gain method (MIG) [5] , directly realize pixel-based mapping between LBD and HBD image. However, due to their context independent property and regardless of spatial correlation, unnatural artifacts which affect the visual quality are the common products.
Aiming at remedying the shortcomings of the traditional methods, the following proposed de-quantization methods, such as flooding based method (FBM) [6] , minimum risk based classification (MRC) [7] , graph signal processing (GSP) [8] , maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) [9] , IPAD [10] , etc, mainly concentrate on the banding artifact removal. However, although they have handled the unnatural artifacts and banding effects to some extent, the shortcomings such as sensitive to isolated noise, regardless of useful high-frequency information and distorted recovering of missing LSBs remain to be addressed.
Later, some CNN based methods are proposed [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Yang et.al [12] proposed the BDEN model, which combines traditional debanding strategy into trained residual blocks based network. The corresponding subjective quality is improved compared to traditional methods. In [13] , ICH-CNN is proposed to utilize the original U-net structure to realize image de-quantization task, aiming at deleting banding artifact. Admittedly, deep learning based approach is conductive to modeling high-frequency features. Yet, for the unnatural artifacts and banding effects eliminating ability, they always cannot achieve the excellent performance of tradition method. Recently, the community has witnessed rapid developments of generative models for image data based on the adversarial learning framework. The GAN [16] models can reliably produce high quality images. This indicates that a trained GAN model implicitly contains information about the characteristics of the natural image distribution.
It is therefore natural to postulate that a trained GAN model might be helpful in recovering useful information from LBD image based on the modeled natural image distribution. It is especially true when the available observation contains the content of the image-information of the LBD image and the task is to recover the adaptive content of the image-information to construct photo-realistic HBD images.
Inspired from previous super resolution researches [23] , [24] which focus on super-resolution (SR) on spatial resolution. In this work, we consider to utilize GAN framework to realize SR on image intensity resolution, which is orthogonal to the spatial Deep Attentive Generative Adversarial Network for Photo-Realistic Image De-Quantization Yang Zhang, Changhui Hu, and Xiaobo Lu B resolution, realizing image de-quantization with photo-realistic texture recovering. Fig. 1 illustrates the significant parameters, including spatial resolution and intensity resolution, which affect the image quality from the perspective of information recording of sensors in multimedia tools. Our intuition is that, GAN based network can be trained to generate certain HBD image pattern by presenting the network with a set of wellstructured LBD-HBD image pairs as well as rationally distributed content loss. Compared to other state-of-the-art de-quantization methods focused on color gradation smoothing, noise eliminating and banding artifacts reducing. DAGAN puts photo-realistic highfrequency details recovering into effect, additionally. The example photo-realistic HBD image generated by DAGAN model is shown in Fig. 2 .
Overall, our contributions are fourfold: 1) We first attempt to utilize GAN based model into image de-quantization, realizing SR on intensity resolution, which is orthogonal to the spatial resolution, generating the photo-realistic HBD image via an end-to-end learning pattern. DAGAN model can well handle the banding artifacts without relying on any traditional image processing method. 2) We propose the Dense Residual Self-attention (DenseResAtt) module, which enables the network to pay attention to useful information. Then, the sequential DenseResAtt modules as well as alternating long and short skip connections work together to form deep attentive network with superior discriminative learning ability, recovering high-frequency information and bypassing low-frequency information. 3) Armed with self-attention mechanism, DAGAN network realizes close connection of fine details from the comprehensive perspective as well as complicated geometric constraint on the feature maps, learning more effective information to promote the recovery of discriminative details. In this way, good visual performance for the generating HBD image is achieved. 4) We define a specified content loss, which is more sensitive to human perception, together with the adversarial loss to encourage the generating HBD result perceptually hard to be distinguished from the ground truth HBD image, realizing photo-realistic image de-quantization. 
A. Design of GAN
This research is related to the GAN [16] framework, which trains generator (G) and discriminator (D) via a min-max two player game to learn image prior. GANs have achieved great success in various image tasks, including image-to-image translation [17] [18] [19] [20] , image generation [21] , [22] , [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] , image super-resolution [23, 24] , text-to-image synthesis [25] [26] [27] , image editing [28] , [29] and image inpainting [30] , [31] .
The basic GAN module is constructed by two independent components, the G network and D network. D network learns judge the generating sample is real or fake. Contradictorily, G network learns to generate fake image to fool D. In the course of this contradictory game, adversarial loss is modeled to optimize corresponding tasks. Even though the training process of GAN is sensitive to hyper-parameters. The corresponding optimization strategies, including design modified network architectures [32] , [33] , setting the learning objectives as well as dynamics [34] [35] [36] , appending regularization techniques [37] , [38] and combining heuristic methods [39] , [40] , are put in to research to make the GAN training dynamics stable.
In SRGAN [23] , GAN model is adopted to transfer artistic style to photos, with impressive success. Given a low spatial resolution image, SRGAN utilizes a GAN model to produce a high quality image with enhanced spatial resolution.
Similar but alternative, this research employs GAN structure to align the distribution of intensity resolution among generating images with ground truth images. Aiming at generating HBD image with recovered photo-realistic texture and deleted banding artifacts.
B. Self-attention mechanism
Recently, the attention module, which is embedded into network to outstand global dependencies [41] [42] [43] [44] has become an efficient part of a range of techniques. Especially, selfattention mechanism [45] , [46] , which calculates the response at a position in the feature by referring to all positions within the same feature, performs excellent effect for the GAN model. Until now, the self-attention mechanism has been used in image generation [47] , [48] and video analyzation [49] . Parmar et al. [50] propose a self-attention based autoregressive model to automatically generate vivid image. Vaswani et al. [51] employ self-attention model into machine translation framework to get state-of-the-art performance. Zhang et al. [52] put forward the Self-Attention Generative Adversarial Networks (SAGAN) to model the internal representations of images, focusing on the image generation research. Wang et al. [49] use the self-attention module as a non-local operation to produce the spatial-temporal dependencies in video processing task. Qian et al. [53] propose a novel recurrent network to produce visual attention, challenging the raindrop eliminating task.
In spite of this progress, self-attention mechanism has not yet been explored in the image de-quantization task. Aiming at getting high quality HBD image, self-attention mechanism is embedded into the DenseResAtt module in our DAGAN network, learning more effective information to promote the recovery of discriminative details.
C. Image de-quantization algorithm
This research hold the opinion that the image quality can be enhanced on spatial resolution as well as intensity resolution, respectively. Super resolution (SR) is the commonly research technique for image quality enhancement, which focuses on spatial resolution. In this work, we consider to utilize GAN framework to realize SR on intensity resolution, which is orthogonal to the spatial resolution, realizing image dequantization.
Compared to the traditional de-quantization methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , which have been introduced in Section 1, focusing on color gradation smoothing, noise eliminating and banding artifacts reducing. This research proposes an end-to-end learning dequantization model DAGAN to realize photo-realistic texture details recovering, simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply GAN framework for image de-quantization.
III. ALGORITHMIC PIPELINE

A. Problem formulation and constraints
This research proposes DAGAN model to realize image photo-realistic de-quantization, directly learning an end-to-end mapping between LBD and HBD images, performing LSBs restoring with vivid texture details recovering. The SR process for the intensity resolution of pixels in image is performed in Fig. 3 . Through DAGAN model, the reconstructed pixel intensity is formulated via the end-to-end mapping procedure, considering whole and local contents' relationship, realizing intensity range fulfillment and local value smooth. In this way, LSBs and useful information in LBD image are restored, generating photo-realistic HBD image.
B. Network architecture
GAN [16] architecture transforms the input to a highdimensional latent representation that is invariant to the specific corruption and then reconstructs the full-dimensional data. We use the same concept for the generating of HBD images.
However, most GAN-based models [21] , [22] for image generation are built using convolutional layers. Convolution processes the information in the local neighborhood, thus using convolutional layers alone is computationally inefficient for modeling long-range dependencies in images. In this way, the valuable discriminative features, which usually be regions with abundant edges and detailed texture, are not optimal utilized. Moreover, LBD image is full of massive low-frequency information, thus, the most important task for photo-realistic image de-quantization is to recover the useful high-frequency information, constructing vivid HBD image. Thus, special GAN framework for this task is worth researching. Fig. 4 gives an overview of the proposed DAGAN scheme. Our DAGAN scheme is consisted of two phases: generative model (G) and discriminative phase (D). G maps the LBD image into the representation feature maps that can be used for vivid texture details recovering, generating corresponding HBD image. The function of D is to classify the given HBD image as real or false image class.
1) Generative network
According to the image-to-image translation research [17] [18] [19] [20] , U-net [54] is an effective framework applied in G. Based on the U-net structure, this research adopts the upscale and downscale modules, along with long skip connections between them, realizing multi-scale feature fusion, to construct the basic structure of G network. Under this setting, G can comprehensively holds discriminative contextual as well as
MaxPool (k2) Conv ( useful textural information, resulting in dislodging artifacts and padding textures. As shown in Fig. 4 , G in DAGAN model is consisted of four parts: ① upscale module; ② DenseResAtt modules; ③ downscale module; ④ reconstruction module.
Set I LBD and I HBD as the input and output images of DAGAN. Motivated by the structure of U-net [54] , in upscale module, we utilize three convolution blocks to extract coarse feature ICOARSE. Finally, the fine feature Ifine is fed into the final reconstruction module, including the convolution, trained sub-pixel convolution as well as max pooling layers proposed by Shi et al. [48] . = ( ) (4) Where FREC(.) donates the reconstruction module.
2) DenseResAtt module
This section performs the details about the proposed DenseResAtt module in Fig. 4 .
DenseResAtt module is consisted of four ResAtt groups, constructed by residual block armed with self-attention mechanism. For fully utilize of features and carefully avoid vanishing gradient, each ResAtt group is concentrated to the subsequent groups. Meanwhile, long and short skip connections operate among the DenseResAtt module. Such dense structure allows the G to model deep feature maps which are attentive to the useful feature with abundant edges and detailed texture, conducing to reconstructing the photo-realistic HBD image.
The output Hi of the i th ResAtt group and the input Ii of m th ResAtt group can be modeled below.
In Eq. (5), the Ii is the input of i th ResAtt group. ∅ represents the function of Residual block. δi represents the function of ith attention module. Wi represents the weight set modeled in the i th ResAtt group. For brevity, bias is not performed. Eq. (6) indicates that the input of i th ResAtt group Ii is the concentrate of the former outputs.
In addition, aiming at optimizing the training of DenseResAtt module, the long skip connection is utilized in the module. The functions of long skip connection can be divided into two parts. One is to ease the useful high-frequency information distorting across residual groups. The other one is to promote the network to bypass massive low-frequency information, concentrating on the recovering of high-frequency information.
Aim at modeling the deep feature Ideep to learn more useful information of input features, this research realizes the series connection of sequential DenseRes blocks, get better photorealistic performance. In this research, according to Fig. 5 , the number of DenseResAtt modules in DAGAN is set to 4. In this way, the deep feature Ideep is formulated. Based on the above settings, sequential DenseResAtt modules can recover useful features via the discriminative learning of coarse level residual information. 
3) Self-attention block
To make a further step towards discriminative features learning, we adopt the self-attention block based on the nonlocal model [59, 52] , enabling both the G and the D to efficiently model the relationships between local area and widely spatial regions. In this way, long-range dependencies in deep feature Fdeep, which is modeled by sequential DenseResAtt modules, is constructed. Fig. 6 illustrates the architecture of self-attention block.
Firstly, the input features from the former residual block, xm ∈ R p*q*c , are processed by two 1*1 convolution layers, respectively, getting two corresponding feature space g, h, forming the attention matrix ρj, i, which represents the extent to which the model towards the i th location when constructing the j th area.
Then the output attention feature, outm ∈ R p*q , is formulated, where
In Eq.(7)-Eq.(11), Wg∈R a*p , Wh∈R a*p , Wh∈R p*p are the weight matrics after modeling. In addition, a is set to p/8 in this research.
Moreover, aiming at making more optimal use of existing details, we combine the input feature xm and the output attention feature outm, forming the final result. = + (12) In Eq.(12), σ is set to zero initially and adjusted in the followed learning progress.
Under this setting, discriminative details can be captured based on cues from widely spatial regions.
4) Discriminator network
According to recent works [23, 56, 57, 58] , the D network is useful for preventing over-smoothed images. Thus, we utilize the D to distinguish the fool of G, making a distinction between the reconstructed HBD images and ground truth HBD images. The architecture of D is shown in Fig. 4 .
The architecture of the D includes staked convolutional layers with embedded self-attention blocks. The feature dimension in staked convolutional layers is enlarged by the fixed constant 2 from 64 to 512, according to VGG model [59] . The fully connected layers is utilized from [60] . The embedded self-attention blocks promote G to focus on the discriminative content of the input image.
The discriminative loss, also named as adversarial loss, is back-propagated during the training process to update G network. Through this manner, we can promote G to generate vivid HBD images, as shown in Fig. 2 Due to diverse image quality, the global visual percept of LBD image and HBD image is different. Aiming at performing high quality visual images, we also constrain the HBD images to share the same high frequency contents as their ground truths. Thus, based on the perceptual loss proposed by the John-son et al. [61] , which extracts the feature maps of high-level features of the reconstructed HBD image and the corresponding groundtruth image, via utilizing the classical VGG network [59] with pre-trained parameters, this research proposes the new perceptual loss HBD to evaluate perceptually characteristics. HBD loss in Eq. (14) is designed upon pre-trained VGG model. In Eq.(14), αi;j represents the feature maps modeled by the j-th convolution layer, which is located between the followed activation layer and former max pooling layer. Wi;j and Hi;j represent the dimensions of the feature maps.
2 (14) In all, the specified content loss l HBD in this task is the weighted sum of MSE loss ( HBD ) and VGG loss ( HBD ). In this research, β is set to 0.5. )) is the probability that the reconstructed image ( ) is a real highquality image.
This adversarial processing encourages perceptually superior solutions resided in the subspace, the manifold, of natural images. This is in contrast to image restoration as well as SR solutions obtained by minimizing pixel-wise error measurements, such as the MSE. Moreover, DAGAN scheme adopts the attention mechanism to G and D, which are trained in an alternating fashion by minimizing the hinge version of the adversarial loss.
3) Content loss
Above all, the performance of our DAGAN model is depended on the loss function and , which are illustrated as follows.
The loss of G, showing in Eq. (18), is consisted of content loss as well as adversarial loss. This specified loss promotes our model to generate HBD results based on the manifold of natural images, aiming at fooling the D network. The loss is defined as follows. 
= adversarial (19) The loss of D is represented in Eq. (19) . In this way, DAGAN is trained by gradient descending the G's loss as well as D's loss to achieve higher visual quality and structural similarity to the original ground truth HBD images.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experiment settings and database
1) Experiment setting
In this research, the famous DIV2K database is utilized as training set. We randomly cropped 64*64 images blocks from the 800 images in the database, forming the training dataset. Note that these image blocks are flipped and rotated with 90 • , 180 • , and 270 • to enlarge the training dataset.
This research creates LBD images by reducing the bit-depth of original HBD images. Due to most of current monitors are with 8-bit, we quantizes the images in training set to 4-bit and 6-bit and then enhances them back to 8-bit through comparable approaches.
This network was trained 80 epoches, taking about 2 hours for each epoch on a Nvidia Titan X GPU. The learning rate is set to 10-4 at beginning, reducing by a factor of 10 in the following every 10 epochs. Adam optimizer is adopted in this research.
2) Testing database description
To evaluate the efficiency of the DAGAN, we conduct extensive testing experiments. For more convincing testing, according to the settings in traditional SR and BDE methods, public testing databases are introduced, including Set5 dataset [63] , 6 images from USC-SIPI dataset [64] , 100 images from BSD100 dataset [65] and 100 images from VOC2012 dataset [62] are chose.
3) Comparable approach
Baseline: We only trained the G in DAGAN, without D, forming DA-net as baseline.
The proposed approach: DAGAN De-quantization approach: ZP [4] , MIG [5] , MRC [7] , IPAD [10] , ICH-CNN [13] as well as BDEN [12] .
B. Subjective evaluation
The subjective results of smooth transition as well as edge areas in testing databases are performed in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . According to the visual comparison of different methods on smooth transition areas, where false contour artifacts are the common noises to appear, showing in Fig. 7 , the conclusions can be get as follows. First, ZP, MIG and MRC methods result in obvious false contour artifacts, just like the contours among the 'sky', which have been enlarged and shown in Fig. 7 (b) (c)  and (d) . The reason to this phenomenon is that pixel-based algorithms ZP, MIG and MRC are the traditional de-quantize methods without taking local context and local consistency into consideration, resulting in ignoring the color transition trend. Second, although IPAD takes the local neighborhood into consideration to reduce most banding artifacts around continuous contours. However, its block-wise handling principle weakens the ability to reconstruct globally smooth areas, resulting in some isolated noises existing in smooth transition areas, performed in Fig. 7 (e) . Third, the inverse halftoning method ICH-CNN overlooks the texture recover ability, thus, it also blurs the textural details, performed in Fig. 7 (f) . Fourth, the BDEN utilizes a local adaptive adjustment technique to eliminate perceptible artifacts in flat area, refines the visual quality of smooth transition area, performed in Fig. 7 (g). Compared to these methods, the contours among the 'sky' are well handled with smooth transition to their neighborhood areas by the DAGAN method, performed in Fig. 7 (h) . This can be attributed to the attentive structure of DAGAN, which is equipped with superior discriminative learning ability, modeling long-range dependencies across image regions.
Then, Fig. 8 shows the close-ups of edges of objects after the processing of these methods. Broken or reshaped structures are the common challenging problems in processing procedures. Owning to the context independent property, the pixel-based algorithms ZP, MIG and MRC cannot produce sharper edge and divide the boundaries of wall and pepper from the background clearly. Thus, unnatural artifacts is adhered to the edges of wall and pepper, showing in Fig. 8 (b) (c) and (d) . Via the enhancement processes on both local and global views in IPAD method, false contour artifacts is well handled, however, the boundaries are still mixed with background, performed in Fig.  8 (e) . According to Fig. 8 (f) and (g) , although ICH-CNN and BDEN can recover relative shape edge, they still cannot avoid producing blurs adhered to backgrounds. This is due to the shortage of their traditional convolution layer with local receptive field, they cannot learn global dependencies in the input image, resulting in unsatisfied overall visual effect. Owing to the effective information restore function of GAN network, the proposed method DAGAN can recover shape edges without introducing over-blur areas or false contour artifacts, showing in Fig. 8 (h) . Two reasons can explain for this phenomenon, one is that the information restore function of GAN network is effective, another one is that the deep attentive structure of G enables the DAGAN model to detect the most discriminative features. Moreover, Fig. 9 performs the close-ups of facial components and texture areas after the processing of these methods on the images in testing datasets. Although not perfect, our method can reconstruct more detailed intensity range as well as photo-realistic content than the existing methods. While there is amplified noise in other results, our results exhibit photo-realistic texture reproduction without introducing overblur parts or false contour artifacts. Please enlarge images in the electronic version. 
C. Objective evaluation
According to the conclusion of SRGAN [23] , PSNR cannot capture perceptually relevant differences, such as vivid texture detail. Thus, the SSIM index is introduced to our evaluation work. In this way, for objective evaluation, we calculate the PSNR and SSIM of the experiment results with ground truth images, showing in Table I , II and III. What should be noticed is that, we measure the performance by the average PSNR and the structural SSIM scores on each entire testing dataset. As can be observed from Table I , on BSD100 dataset, ZP and MIG are with lower PSNR and SSIM since they ignore the critical local contexts. MRC and IPAD predict the image from the statistical aspect of visual, thus, they produce natural images with irregular textures, resulting in higher PSNR/SSIM. Due to the shortage of convolution network with local receptive field, ICH-CNN cannot learn long-term dependencies in the input image, resulting in low PSNR and SSIM. According to the result, advantage of the BDEN is more obvious. Due to its deliberate design for inferring photo-realistic natural images, it get large-scale increase than the previous methods, more than 1.9 dB compared to MRC method in 6-bit to 8-bit procedure on PSNR. Compared with these competitive algorithms, the proposed DAGAN algorithm is more effective, achieving best performance on both PSNR and SSIM. The average increases over the second method (DA-net) achieve as high as 0.85 dB and 0.024 in PSNR and SSIM, respectively, in 4-bit to 8-bit procedure. We attribute the remarkable performance increase to the efficiency of the proposed sequential DenseResAtt modules, which vests G the ability to study the long-range dependencies in the feature maps, approximating the original image distribution preciously and forming HBD image with vivid high-frequency information and smooth transition background. Moreover, the PSNR/SSIM results of compared dequantization methods for the images in USC-SIPI [64] database are performed in Table II . At the same time, the average PSNR/SSIM results on the other public databases, Set5 [64] and VOC2012 [62] databases, are performed in Table. 3. All the experiment results prove the superiority of DAGAN algorithm.
According to Table II and Table III , context-independent algorithms such as ZP and MIG produce images with low quality, resulting in unsatisfied PSNR/SSIM. Even though the MRC and IPAD tend to generate better results on PSNR and SSIM, however, they still cannot avoid producing false contour artifacts, which have been performed in column (d) and (e) in Fig. 8 and 9 . Via comparation, BDEN can effectively eliminate the perceptible artifacts in flat area, such as the performed images in column (g) in Fig. 7 . However, when it comes to the ability for reconstructing the high quality details, BDEN performs unsatisfied performance, just like column (g)s in Fig.  8 and 9 show. Thus, the PSNR/SSIM of BDEN still cannot achieve the best performance. Compared with these state-ofthe-art algorithms, the proposed DAGAN algorithm shows excellent processing ability for not only photo-realistic texture recovering but also greatly suppressed false contours and chroma distortions. Thus, it is widely adapted to both significant gradient diversity and smooth gradient diversity images, getting more excellent results (shown in Table. II and  Table. III) and high subjective visual quality (performed in Fig.  7, 8 and 9 ) on all testing databases. The average gains over the second algorithm DA-net achieve as high as 0.78 dB and 0.016 in PSNR and SSIM on Set 5 database, respectively.
D. Evaluation for SR on image intensity
This research proposes DAGAN framework to realize SR on intensity resolution, which is orthogonal to the spatial resolution, realizing image de-quantization. Thus, a subjective evaluation for the SR performance of DAGAN is implemented. Fig. 10 performs the intensity comparation of the pixels in image 'Jelly'. According to the result, DAGAN model well considers the whole and local contents' relationship, realizing intensity range fulfillment and local values smooth. In this way, photo-realistic image de-quantization is realized.
Moreover, the intensity distributions of image 'Jelly' in corresponding LBD, DAGAN and ground truth HBD images are performed in Fig.11 . This also proves that the intensity distribution of the generate HBD image and ground truth HBD image are similar. Thus, DAGAN can well realize SR on the intensity resolution, realizing photo-realistic image dequantization. (c) Distribution of intensity in ground truth HBD image. Fig. 11 . Intensity distribution in corresponding LBD, generated and ground truth HBD images.
E. Ablation Analysis
Effectiveness of Attention Mechanism: As shown in Fig.12  (b) , we can observe that the visual performance of DAGAN* model (DAGAN without self-attention blocks) suffers from texture distortion and blur artifacts. By employing attention mechanism, we can reconstruct HBD image with photorealistic texture, showing in Fig.12 (e) . Not surprisingly, DAGAN achieves higher reconstruction performance, increasing approximately 1.26 dB in PSNR, showing in Tab. IV.
Effectiveness of Discriminator network: Aiming at generating photo-realistic HBD images without over-smoothed details, DAGAN employs the adversarial study, including not only generator network but also discriminator network. To show the performance of discriminator network, DA-net model (DAGAN without discriminator network) is introduced for comparison (Fig.12 (c) ). As indicated in Table. IV, using the discriminator network, we can improve the quantitative performance by 1.39 dB and 0.0066 in PSNR and SSIM, respectively.
Loss Functions: Table. V indicates the influences of various losses on the de-quantization performance. As indicated in Table. V and Fig. 12 , only utilize the MSE loss (Fig. 12 (d) ) leads to unnatural artifacts and banding effects. Thus, combine with the VGG loss (Fig. 12 (e) ) makes the texture and edge more sharper and realistic. Thus, the content loss which is the combination of MSE loss and VGG loss, in DAGAN model, improves the de-quantization results qualitatively and quantitatively, achieving 40.5436 dB and 0.9838 in PSNR and SSMI, respectively. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose DAGAN model to perform intensity super-resolution, realizing photo-realistic dequantization. We propose a novel DenseResAtt module, which enables the network to pay attention to useful information. Through this GAN model, the LBD image is represented as effective deep feature maps to reconstruct the vivid HBD image. Until now, this is the first attempt to apply GAN framework for image de-quantization. Comparative trials on Set 5, USC-SIPI, VOC2012, as well as BSD100 databases show that the DAGAN model can perform excellent visual quality as well as satisfied quantitative performance when compared to other state-of-theart techniques, including ZP, MIG, MRC, IPAD, ICH-CNN, as well as BDEN. In the next research, we will extend this work to more challenge scenarios, such as the de-quantization task with multiple types of artifacts and low-quality video processing [66] . APPENDIX Appendixes, if needed, appear before the acknowledgment.
